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Abstract. This paper provides conditions for Morava K-theory to commute
with certain homotopy limits. These conditions extend previous work on this

question by allowing for homotopy limits of sequences of spectra that are not

uniformly bounded below. As an application, we prove theKpnq-local triviality
(for sufficiently large n) of the algebraic K-theory of algebras over truncated

Brown–Peterson spectra, building on work of Bruner–Rognes and extending a

classical theorem of Mitchell on Kpnq-local triviality of the algebraic K-theory
spectrum of the integers for large enough n.
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1. Introduction

Given a generalized homology theory E˚ and a sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X2 Ñ X1 Ñ X0

E-mail address: gak@math.fu-berlin.de,asalch@wayne.edu.
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of spectra, one often needs to know whether there is an isomorphism

lim
i
E˚pXiq – E˚pholim

i
Xiq.

This cannot be true in full generality. For example, the limit of the sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ S{p2 Ñ S{p

is the p-complete sphere S^p . Consequently,

H˚pholim
i

S{pi;Qq – H˚pS
^
p ;Qq – Qp.

On the other hand, H˚pS{p
i;Qq – 0 for i ě 1, and therefore

lim
i
H˚pS{p

i;Qq – 0.

Additionally, R1lim
i
H˚pS{p

i;Qq vanishes, so we cannot even recover the groups

H˚pholim
i

S{pi;Qq from a “Milnor sequence.” This example can be generalized to

Morava K-theory Kpnq˚ for n ą 0 by letting V be a type n, finite spectrum with
vn-power self map v : ΣdV Ñ V and considering the limit of the sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ cofpv2q Ñ cofpvq

where cofpviq denotes the cofiber of the iterated composite vi : ΣdiV Ñ V .
This motivates the question: what conditions on E˚ and the sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X2 Ñ X1 Ñ X0

allow us to commute the homotopy limit with E˚? There are known results along
these lines, most famously a commonly-used result of Adams from [1], but the usual
hypotheses are that

‚ the spectra Xi are uniformly bounded below, and
‚ the homology theory E˚ is connective.

In this paper, we remove each of these assumptions, under some reasonable ad-
ditional hypotheses. Our particular focus is on the case where E˚ is a Morava
K-theory Kpnq˚.

There is previous unpublished work of Sadofsky [44, 43] on this question in the
case when each Xi is Kpnq-local. Given a seqeunce

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X2 Ñ X1 Ñ X0

ofKpnq-local spectra, Sadofsky constructs a spectral sequence computing the groups
Kpnq˚plimiXiq whose E2-term is the right derived functors of lim in the category
of Kpnq˚Kpnq-comodules (cf. [40, Theorem A.0.1]). One may therefore view the
higher right derived functors in Kpnq˚Kpnq-comodules as an obstruction to com-
muting the limit with Morava K-theory. Our results are, in a sense, orthogonal to
the work of Sadofsky since we consider cases where the Sadofsky spectral sequence
does not provide useful information because it does not convergence.

This paper is written with a view towards filtered spectra that arise when study-
ing topological periodic cyclic homology,

TP pRq :“ THHpRqtT.

In particular, the Greenlees filtration [19] on topological periodic cyclic homology is
not uniformly bounded below. Nevertheless, these filtered spectra often have nice
enough homological properties to apply the main result of this paper.
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Following the red-shift program of Ausoni–Rognes [9], we are most interested
in the chromatic complexity of topological periodic cyclic homology and related
invariants. Therefore, a generalized homology theory of primary interest is Morava
K-theory Kpnq˚. Calculating Morava K-theory of topological periodic cyclic ho-
mology using the Greenlees filtration requires that one be able to commute a
non-bounded-below generalized homology theory (Morava K-theory) with a non-
uniformly-bounded-below homotopy limit, so existing results on generalized homol-
ogy of limits, like Adams’ theorem from [1] reproduced as Theorem 2.5 below, do
not suffice.

Our main result may then be summarized as follows.

Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 2.23). Fix an integer M and a prime p. Let

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X2 Ñ X1 Ñ X0 Ñ X´1 Ñ . . .

be a sequence of spectra satisfying:

(1) each Xi is bounded below and p-complete,
(2) for each i, the graded Fp-vector space H˚pXi;Fpq is finite type,
(3) the sequence of graded Fp-vector spaces tHpH˚pXi;Fpq, Qnqu is pro-isomorphic

to zero,
(4) there exists an integer L such that for each s ě L the groups πsplimiXiq{p

are finite, and
(5) for each i, the A˚-comodule primitives of H˚pXi;Fpq are trivial in grading

degrees ě N .

Then limiXi is Kpnq-acyclic.

As the main application in the present paper, we prove a higher chromatic height
analogue of Mitchell’s theorem for algebraic K-theory of truncated Brown–Peterson
spectra, building on work of Bruner–Rognes [15]. In particular, Mitchell proves in
[38] that Kpmq˚pKpZqq vanishes for m ě 2, and consequently the algebraic K-
theory of every HZ-algebra is Kpmq-acyclic. First, we fix conventions.

Definition 1.2 (cf. [32, Definition 4.1]). Let n be an integer, let m P t1, 2, . . . u Y
t8u, and let p be a prime number. By a p-primary Em form of BP xny we mean a
p-local Em ring spectrum R equipped with a complex orientation MUppq Ñ R such
that the composite map

Zppqrv1, . . . , vns ãÑ π˚BP ãÑ π˚pMUppqq Ñ π˚R

is an isomorphism.

We also note that, for every m, any two p-primary Em forms of BP xny become
homotopy-equivalent (as spectra) after p-completion. This is a consequence of the
main theorem of [5].

Our proof builds on a result of Bruner and Rognes [15, Prop. 6.1], in which
it is proven that the E8-term of the homological homotopy fixed-point spectral
sequence

H˚pT, H˚pTHHpRq;Fpqq ñ Hc
˚pTC

´pRq;Fpq(1)

is isomorphic to pP ptq bM1 bM2q ‘ T in the case R is a p-primary E8-form of
BP xny. Here P ptq and M1 and M2 and T are certain comodules over the dual
Steenrod algebra; see Section 3.2 for an explicit description of these comodules.
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In this paper, we offer some applications of our main theorem to Morava K-
theory of algebraic K-theory spectra of various forms of BP xny.

We do not really need the full strength of an E8 form of BP xny: for our ar-
guments, it is enough to have an E2-form R of BP xny such that the E8-page of
spectral sequence (1) is isomorphic to that computed by Bruner and Rognes as a
comodule over the p-primary dual Steenrod algebra1. This leads us to the following
assumption:

Running Assumption 1.3. Let Bxny be a p-primary E2-form of BP xny such
that the conclusion of [15, Prop. 6.1] holds.

By the previous discusssion, we know that Running Assumption 1.3 holds for
and p-primary E8-form of BP xny, which exist at all primes when n “ 1 by [10],
when p “ n “ 2 by [32] and when n “ 2 and p “ 3 by [26]. Let KpRq denote the
algebraic K-theory spectrum associated to an E1 ring spectrum R.

Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 3.10). Fix a prime p ě 3 and let Bxny be a p-primary E2

form of BP xny satisfying Running Assumption 1.3. For example, let Bxny be any
p-primary E8 form of BP xny. Let m be an integer, m ě n ` 2. Then there is a
weak equivalence

LKpmqKpBxnyq » 0.

Consequently, the algebraic K-theory spectrum KpAq is Kpmq-acyclic for every
Bxny-algebra A.

This result recovers the vanishing of Kpmq˚pKpZppqqq for m ě 2 by Mitchell [38],
since HZppq is an E8 form of BP x0y. Our result also proves that Kpmq˚pKp`qq “ 0
for m ě 3 and p ě 3, since the Adams summand ` is an p-primary E8 form
of BP xny by [10]. This recovers the vanishing of Kpmq˚pKp`qq for m ě 3 and
p ě 5 proven by Ausoni–Rognes [8], although our proof uses entirely different

methods. At p “ 3, there is an E8-ring spectrum tafD, which is an E8 form of
BP x2y constructed by Hill–Lawson [26] using a Shimura variety XD associated to
a quaternion algebra of discriminant 14 . Our result therefore also proves that
Kpmq˚KptafDq vanishes for m ě 4.

We say a ring spectrum R has height n if Kpmq˚R “ 0 for all m ą n and
Kpnq˚R ‰ 0. Our result proves, in particular, that KpBP x2yq has height ď 3. To
prove that KpBP x2yq has height exactly 3, one needs to prove the nonvanishing
result Kp3q˚KpBP x2yq ‰ 0. Since the first draft of this paper, Hahn–Wilson [22]
have shown that in fact Kpn ` 1q˚KpBP xnyq ‰ 0 for any p-primary E3-form of
BP xny. In fact, Hahn–Wilson [22] prove the stronger statement that KpBP xnyq
has fp-type n` 1 in the sense of [34, p.5].

After work of Mitchell in 1990 [38] and work of Ausoni–Rognes in 2002 [8], there
has been renewed interest and progress on questions of this nature. In particular,
after the first draft of this paper was posted in pre-print form, work of Clausen–
Mathew–Naumann–Noel [16] and Land–Mathew–Meier–Tamme [30] proved that if
R is an E1-ring spectrum and T pn´1q˚R “ 0 and T pnq˚R “ 0, then T pnq˚KpRq “
0, where T pnq is the vn-telescope v´1

n V of a type n finite complex V . We note
that our Theorem 3.10 is proven using entirely different techniques to these other

1We suspect, but not made serious efforts to prove, that a significantly weaker form of BP xny

suffices for this. See Remark 3.2, below, for further discussion.
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authors and a feature of our approach is that it applies to topological periodic cyclic
homology. We therefore regard our methods as complementary to those of [16, 30].

Our work in this paper was motivated initially by a conjecture in an early draft
of a paper by the first author and Quigley [4]. Let ypnq be the Thom spectrum of
the 1-fold loop map

ΩJ2n´1pS
2q Ñ ΩJpS2q » Ω2S3 Ñ BGL1S

where Ω2S3 Ñ BGL1S is the unique (up to homotopy) 2-fold loop map, with target
BGL1S is (a model for) the classifying space of stable spherical bundles, and JpS2q

is the James construction [28] equipped with its usual filtration

J2n´1pS
2q ãÑ JpS2q

for all n ě 0. Here we write TP pypnqqrks for the Greenlees filtration of topological
periodic cyclic homology of ypnq (see [19] for details about this filtration).

In [4], the first author and Quigley conjectured that the pro-vanishing of Margo-
lis homology of H˚pTP pRqrks;Fpq should be sufficient to show that Kpnq˚TP pRq
vanishes, in the case of R “ ypnq. This conjecture is resolved by Theorem 1.1
together with calculations of the first author and Quigley which verify that the
remaining hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. This is used by the first au-
thor and Quigley to prove that LKpmqypnq “ 0 implies LKpm`1qTP pypnqq “ 0 for
0 ď m ă n and each n ě 0 in [4].

1.1. Conventions. Our conventions are all relatively standard, but we prefer to
state them explicitly to avoid any possible confusion.

When κ is a cardinal number and A an object in some category, we will write Aκ

for the κ-fold categorical product and A
š

κ for the κ-fold categorical coproduct. If
our category is additive and κ is finite, then we write A‘κ for the κ-fold categorical
biproduct of A with itself.

Let R be a commutative ring. In this paper, the term “finite type” is used in
the sense common in algebraic topology: a graded R-module V is finite type if, for
each integer n, the grading degree n summand V n is a finitely generated R-module.
In particular, if R is a field, then we say V is finite type if, for each integer n, the
grading degree n summand V n is a finite dimensional vector space.

We will write P px1, . . . , xnq for a polynomial algebra over Fp with generators
x1, . . . , xn. We write Epx1, . . . , xnq for an exterior algebra over Fp with generators
x1, . . . , xn. We write Pkpx1, . . . , xnq for the truncated polynomial algebra over Fp
with generators x1, . . . , xn and relations xk1 , ..., x

k
n. Note that Pkpxq is often also

denoted Fprxs{xk in the literature.
Suppose we have a ring R, a non-zero-divisor r P R, and a left R-module M .

‚ An element m PM is r-power-torsion if there exists an integer n such that
rnm “ 0.

‚ The module M is r-power-torsion if, for each m P M , there exists some
integer n such that rnm “ 0.

‚ An element m PM is simple r-torsion if rm “ 0.
‚ The module M is simple r-torsion if rm “ 0 for all m PM .

Given categories C and D, we will write DC for the category of functors from C to
D. By a sequence of objects in a category C, we mean an object in CpZop

q, where Z is
regarded as a partially-ordered set and hence as a small category. Having adopted
this convention, whenever we write limk, it always indicates a limit as k Ñ 8.
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When we write colimk, it always indicates a limit as k Ñ ´8. We use the notation
tXiu as shorthand for a sequence of objects ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X1 Ñ X0 Ñ X´1 Ñ . . . in C.

Let p be an odd prime. We write A for the p-primary dual Steenrod algebra and
A˚ for its dual. By Milnor [36], there is an isomorphism

A˚ – P pξ̄i : i ě 1q b Epτ̄i : i ě 0q

where ξ̄i and τ̄i are the conjugates of Milnor’s generators ξi and τi. That is, if we
write χ for the antipode map of the Hopf algebra A˚, then ξ̄i “ χpξiq and τ̄i “ χpτiq.
The coproduct is defined by the formulas

∆pξ̄kq “
ÿ

i`j“k

ξ̄i b ξ̄
pi

j and(2)

∆pτ̄kq “ 1b τ̄k `
ÿ

i`j“k

τ̄i b ξ̄
pi

j(3)

where ξ̄0 “ 1 by convention. GivenA˚-comodulesM and n, we write HomA˚pM,Nq
for the Fp-vector space of A˚-comodule maps from M to N and Ext˚.˚A˚ pFp, Nq the

right derived functors of the functor HomA˚pFp,´q.

1.2. Organization. In Section 2.1, we give sufficient conditions for the canonical
map X Ñ XăN to induce an injection on mod p homology. In Section 2.4, we
prove the main theorem. In Section 3, we give our main application, which is a
proof of a higher chromatic height analogue of Mitchell’s theorem. We also provide
an appendix (Appendix A), including results on Margolis homology.

1.3. Acknowledgements. The first author would like to thank J.D. Quigley for
discussions related to this project and Bjørn Dundas and Eric Peterson for ex-
pressing their interest in the project. The authors would also like to thank an
anonymous referee as well as John Rognes and Dexter Chua for careful readings of
the paper that lead to significant improvements. This project has received fund-
ing from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme

under the Marie Sk lodowska-Curie grant agreement No 1010342555.

2. Morava K-theory of homotopy limits

Let X be a spectrum, and let N be an integer. Let XăN denote the spectrum
obtained by attaching cells to X to kill the homotopy groups in degrees greater
than or equal to N . In section 2.3, we will find ourselves needing an answer to the
following natural question: when does the natural map

X Ñ XăN

induce a one-to-one map in mod p homology? Consequently our first task, in
Section 2.1, is to answer that question.

2.1. When does killing homotopy induce an injection in homology? Let
P pMq “ HomA˚pFp,Mq denote the graded Fp-vector space of comodule primitives
in a graded left A˚-comodule M , and let QpZq “ Fp bA Z denote the A-module
indecomposables of Z.

Definition 2.1. Let p be a prime number and let N be an integer. We will say X
satisfies condition HpNq if X is bounded below, and the A˚-comodule primitives of
H˚pX;Fpq are trivial in grading degrees ě N .
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We suppress the prime p from the notation HpNq, because it will always be clear
from the context.

Proposition 2.2. Let p be a prime number, let N be an integer, and let X satisfy
condition HpNq. Let XăN be X with cells attached to kill all the homotopy groups
of X in degrees ě N . Then the map H˚pX;Fpq Ñ H˚pX

ăN ;Fpq, induced by the
canonical map X Ñ XăN , is injective.

Proof. It is classical (e.g. see Proposition 3.9 of [37]) that a map M Ñ M 1 of
coalgebras is injective if and only if it is injective on the primitives. We need to
show that the same is true for a map M ÑM 1 of bounded-below comodules instead.
Dually, we want to know that a map of graded A-modules f : Z Ñ Z 1 is surjective
if Z 1 is bounded below and the induced map on indecomposables FpbA f : QpZq Ñ
QpZ 1q is surjective. This is elementary: every homogeneous element x of Z 1 is an
A-linear combination

řn
i“1 aiqi of homogeneous elements qi P QpZ

1q. Lift each qi
to an element q̃i P QpZq, and observe that fp

řn
i“1 aiq̃iq “ x. �

Example 2.3. A simple example where the hypotheses, and therefore the result,
holds, is when X “ S0 and N “ 1, so that Fp ãÑ pA{{Ep0qq˚ is an inclusion. A
simple example where the hypotheses are not satisfied is the case where X “ S0

and N “ 0, where of course XăN is contractible and the result cannot hold.

2.2. Recollections. Recall that, for each prime number p and positive integer n,
we have the homotopy fiber sequence

Σ2ppn´1qkpnq Ñ kpnq Ñ HFp,

and the composite map

HFp Ñ Σ2pn´1kpnq Ñ Σ2pn´1HFp(4)

is the cohomology operation Qn, which satisfies Q2
n “ 0. This implies a useful

relationship between Morava K-theory and Margolis homology of EpQnq-modules,
which we briefly summarize in an appendix to this paper, Appendix A.

Definition 2.4. We say that an EpQnq-module is Qn-acyclic if the Qn-Margolis
homology HpM ;Qnq vanishes. We say that a morphism of EpQnq-modules is a
Qn-equivalence if it induces an isomorphism in Qn-Margolis homology.

We recall the following useful result of Adams [1].

Theorem 2.5 (Theorem III.15.2 [1]). Suppose that R is a subring of Q, E is a
bounded-below spectrum such that HrpE;Rq is a finitely generated R-module for all
r, and tXiuiPI is a set of spectra such that πrpXiq is an R-module for all r. Suppose
that there exists a uniform lower bound for π˚pXiq, i.e., there exists an integer N
such that πnpXiq – 0 for all n ă N . Then the canonical map of spectra

E ^
ź

iPI

Xi Ñ
ź

iPI

pE ^Xiq(5)

is a weak equivalence.

The following corollary is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.5.
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Corollary 2.6. Let tXiu be a sequence of spectra. Suppose that there exists a
uniform lower bound on π˚pXiq. Then the canonical maps of spectra

HFp ^ holim
i

Xi Ñ holim
i

pHFp ^Xiq and

kpnq ^ holim
i

Xi Ñ holim
i

pkpnq ^Xiq

are weak equivalences.

2.3. Kpnq-acyclicity of products.

Definition 2.7. Given a spectrum X, by the Whitehead filtration of X we mean
the functor WhpXq : Zop Ñ Sp given by letting WhnpXq “ WhpXqpnq be the fiber
Xěn of the canonical map X Ñ Xăn. The map Whn`1

pXq Ñ WhnpXq is the
natural map Xěn`1 Ñ Xěn.

One agreeable property of Whitehead filtrations is that they are compatible with
products:

Lemma 2.8. Let I be a set, and for each i P I, let Xi be a spectrum. Then
the natural map Whnp

ś

iPI Xiq Ñ
ś

iPI WhnpXiq is a weak equivalence for each
integer n. Moreover, these weak equivalences are compatible with the maps in the
Whitehead filtrations, so that

Wh

˜

ź

iPI

Xi

¸

Ñ
ź

iPI

WhpXiq

is a levelwise weak equivalence of sequences in SHC.

Proof. Routine consequence of π˚ commuting with arbitrary products. �

Lemma 2.9. Let p be a prime number, let n be a positive integer, let I be a set,
and for each i P I, let Xi be a spectrum. We have a strongly convergent spectral
sequence

E1
s,t –

ź

iPI

kpnqt pΣ
sHπspXiqq ñ kpnqt

˜

ź

iPI

Xi

¸

(6)

dr : Ers,t Ñ Ers`r,t´1(7)

given by the exact couple arising from applying connective Morava K-theory kpnq to
the Whitehead tower of

ś

iPI Xi. The action of vn P kpnq2ppn´1q on the abutment
increases filtration by one, so that its action in the spectral sequence is zero.

Proof. Throughout, we use the terminology and methods of Boardman’s paper [12].
Consider the spectral sequence of the unrolled exact couple obtained by applying
kpnq˚ to the Whitehead filtration of

ś

iPI Xi. For each integer t, the kpnq-homology
group kpnqt pWhs p

ś

iPI Xiqq vanishes for all s ą t, by the Hurewicz theorem. Con-
sequently

lim
s
kpnqt

˜

Whs

˜

ź

iPI

Xi

¸¸

and R1 lim
s
kpnqt

˜

Whs

˜

ź

iPI

Xi

¸¸

each vanish for all t. Consequently the spectral sequence converges conditionally
to the colimit.
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The description of the E1-page given in (6) follows from Lemma 2.8. The spectral
sequence’s E1-page vanishes in bidegrees ps, tq with t ă s, so by (7), it is a half-
plane2 spectral sequence with exiting differentials, convergent to the colimit. By
Theorem 6.1 of [12], the spectral sequence must then be strongly convergent.

The spectral sequence converges to the colimit, which is

colims kpnq˚

˜

Whs

˜

ź

iPI

Xi

¸¸

– kpnq˚

˜

hocolims

˜

Whs

˜

ź

iPI

Xi

¸¸¸

– kpnq˚

˜

ź

iPI

Xi

¸

.

Hence the spectral sequence converges to the kpnq-homology of the product
ś

iPI Xi,
as claimed. �

Lemma 2.10. Let p be a prime and let n be a positive integer. Write kpnq for
the nth p-primary connective Morava K-theory spectrum. Let M be an integer,
and let X be a bounded-below spectrum satisfying condition HpMq. Suppose that
kpnq˚pXq is simple vn-torsion. Then the canonical map kpnq˚pXq Ñ kpnq˚pX

ăM q

is injective.

Proof. Since X is bounded-below, the smash product kpnq ^ X is also bounded-
below, and moreover has p-adically complete homotopy groups. Consequently Bous-
field’s convergence results in [13] yield that the HFp-nilpotent completion map
kpnq ^X Ñ pkpnq ^Xq

^

HFp
is an equivalence. Hence the Adams spectral sequence

Exts,tComodpEpQnq˚q
pFp, H˚pX;Fpqq ñ πt´s

´

pkpnq ^Xq
^

HFp

¯

(8)

converges to the kpnq-homology groups of X. Since kpnq˚pXq is simple vn-torsion,
the E8-term of (8) is concentrated on the s “ 0-line. Consequently the Hurewicz
map kpnq˚pXq Ñ H˚pX;Fpq is injective. We have a commutative square

kpnq˚X //

��

kpnq˚pX
ăM q

��
H˚pX;Fpq // H˚pXăM ;Fpq

whose left-hand vertical map is injective. The square’s bottom horizontal map is
injective since X satisfies condition HpMq. Consequently the top vertical map is
also injective, as claimed. �

Theorem 2.11. Let p be a prime number, let M be an integer, let n be a positive
integer, let I be a set, and for each i P I, let Xi be a bounded-below3 spectrum sat-
isfying condition HpMq. Suppose that kpnq˚pXiq is simple vn-torsion for all i P I.
Finally, suppose that the Fp-vector space

ś

iPI kpnqtpHπsXiq is finite-dimensional
for each t and for each s ěM . Then the product

ś

iXi is Kpnq-acyclic.

2That is, the spectral sequence is half-plane after a suitable linear re-indexing of bidegrees to

move the line t ´ s “ 0 to a coordinate axis. This re-indexing does not affect the fact that the

spectral sequence has exiting differentials, in Boardman’s sense.
3We emphasize that we are not assuming a uniform lower bound on the spectra Xi.
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Proof. Since each Xi satisfies condition HpMq, for each i P I the map WhM pXiq Ñ

Xi is zero in kpnq-homology, by Lemma 2.10. Consequently the map

ź

iPI

kpnq˚

´

WhM pXiq

¯

Ñ kpnq˚

˜

ź

iPI

pWhqpXiqq

¸

,

defined for all q ď M , is trivial on the factor kpnq˚pWhmpXiqq corresponding to
any element i P I such that Xi is q-connective. For each integer s, the image of the
map

(9) kpnqt

˜

ź

iPI

pWhspXiqq

¸

Ñ colimq kpnqt

˜

ź

iPI

pWhqpXiqq

¸

is the sth filtration layer in the abutment of the spectral sequence (6). If s ą M ,
then the map (9) factors through the map

(10)
ź

iPI

kpnqt

´

WhM pXiq

¯

Ñ colimq kpnqt

˜

ź

iPI

WhqpXiq

¸

,

so we aim to show that the map (10) is trivial, yielding E8s,t “ 0 for all s ąM .

A homogeneous element of
ś

iPI kpnq˚

´

WhM pXiq

¯

of degree t is given by speci-

fying, for each i P I, an element xi P kpnqt

´

WhM pXiq

¯

. In the sequence of abelian
groups
(11)
ź

iPI

kpnqt

´

WhM pXiq

¯

Ñ
ź

iPI

kpnqt

´

WhM´1
pXiq

¯

Ñ
ź

iPI

kpnqt

´

WhM´2
pXiq

¯

Ñ . . . ,

xj P kpnqtpWhM pXjqq is trivialized as soon as we reach
ś

iPI kpnqt pWhupXiqq,
where u is the connectivity of Xj .

Consequently, for each element x of
ś

iPI kpnq˚

´

WhM pXiq

¯

, the image of x in

the colimit colims

ś

iPI kpnqt pWhspXiqq is zero upon projection to the quotient

colims

ź

iPIu

kpnqt pWhspXiqq ,

where Iu is the subset of I consisting of those i P I such that the spectrum Xi has
connectivity precisely equal to u. For each integer u, we have a spectral sequence

uE1
s,t –

ź

iPIu

kpnqt pΣ
sHπspXiqq ñ kpnqt

˜

ź

iPIu

Xi

¸

(12)

dr : uErs,t Ñ
uErs`r,t´1

obtained by applying kpnq˚ to the product of the Whitehead filtrations of the
spectra Xi with i P Iu. In spectral sequence (12), the bidegrees uE1

s,t with s ă u are
trivial. Consequently there is an upper bound on the lengths of nonzero differentials
in spectral sequence (12) which can hit bidegree uErs,t.

The unrolled exact couple which yielded the original spectral sequence (6) is the
product, over all integers u, of the unrolled exact couple which yields the spectral

sequence uE˚˚,˚ of (12). Since each given element x of
ś

iPI kpnq˚

´

WhM pXiq

¯

maps

to zero in colims

ś

iPIu
kpnqt pWhspXiqq , the image of x in

ś

iPIu
kpnq˚

´

WhM pXiq

¯

must represent a class in the spectral sequence uE˚˚,˚ of (12) which is hit by a
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differential. There is an upper bound, depending on u, on the length of that
differential; this is a consequence of a lower vanishing line in the uE1-page of (12),
simply due to the u-connectivity of the spectra whose kpnq-homology yields that
uE1-page. Consequently, if we regard x P

ś

iPI kpnq˚
`

XěMi
˘

as an I-tuple pxiqiPI ,
there is some finite page of spectral sequence uE˚˚,˚ by which all the components
xi with i P Iu have been wiped out by differentials.

Hence, if s ěM , the only chance for x to represent a nonzero element in the abut-
ment colimq

ś

iPI kpnqt
`

Xěqi
˘

of spectral sequence (6) is if x represents an element

in E1
˚,˚ in a bidegree which is hit by arbitrarily long differentials (cf. Remark 2.12).

But whatever element of E1
˚,˚ is represented by x, that element sits above the s “

M -line, and consequently lives in a bidegree E1
s,t –

ś

iPI kpnqt pΣ
sHπspXiqq which

is, by assumption, finitely generated. Consequently only finitely many lengths of
differentials can have nonzero image in that bidegree. Hence x indeed must map to
zero in the abutment of (6).

This yields the desired triviality of E8s,t in (6) for all s ą M . Drawn with the

Adams convention, its E1-page also vanishes above the line s “ t. In the following
diagrams, the vanishing regions are colored green:

s

t

(a) Vanishing region at E1.

s

t

(b) Vanishing region at E8.

The action of vn on the spectral sequence increases stem (i.e., position along the
horizontal axis) by 2ppn´1q, and increases filtration (i.e., position along the vertical
axis) by at least one in the E8-page of spectral sequence (6), by the claim about the
vn-action in Lemma 2.9. Of course, there is also the possibility of longer filtration
jumps, so that the action of vn on the abutment kpnq˚ p

ś

iPI Xiq raises filtration by
more than one. Nevertheless, the vanishing line in the E8-page establishes that,
starting in any given bidegree, there is an upper bound on the integers j such that
vjn times elements in that bidegree can be nonzero in kpnq˚ p

ś

iPI Xiq, even taking
into account possible filtration jumps. Consequently every homogeneous element of
kpnq˚ p

ś

iPI Xiq is vn-power-torsion. Hence v´1
n kpnq˚ p

ś

iPI Xiq – Kpnq˚ p
ś

iPI Xiq

is trivial, as claimed. �

Remark 2.12. In the sequence

(13) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
ź

iPI

kpnqtpWhM pXiqq Ñ
ź

iPI

kpnqtpWhM´1
pXiqq Ñ . . . ,

given an I-tuple pxiqiPI P
ś

iPI kpnqtpWhM pXiqq, we know that all the components
xi with i P Iu map to zero at the stage

ś

iPI kpnqtpWhqpXiqq, so every individual
xi eventually maps to zero. However, we must be careful about the possibility
that pxiqiPI still does not map to zero in the colimit of (13). This is the reason
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why we need the assumption that the Fp-vector space
ś

iPI kpnqtpHπsXiq is finite-
dimensional for each t and for each s ěM . For a simple example of what could go
wrong, consider the image of the element p1, 1, . . . q P

ś

ně0 Z in the colimit of the
sequence of abelian groups

ź

ně1

Z f1
ÝÑ

ź

ně1

Z f2
ÝÑ . . .

in which fn sends the first n factors of
ś

ně1 Z to zero, and is the identity on the
remaining components.

2.4. Kpnq-acyclicity of sequential homotopy limits.

Lemma 2.13. Let tXiu be a sequence in the stable homotopy category. Then we
have a commutative diagram of spectra
(14)

...

��

...

��

...

��
Whq`1

pholimiXiq //

��

holimi

`

Whq`1
pXiq

˘

//

��

ΣqH
`

R1 limi πq`1Xi

˘

��
Whq pholimiXiq //

��

holimi pWhqpXiqq //

��

Σq´1H
`

R1 limi πqXi

˘

��
Whq´1

pholimiXiq //

��

holimi

`

Whq´1
pXiq

˘

//

��

Σq´2H
`

R1 limi πq´1Xi

˘

��
...

...
...

whose rows are each homotopy fiber sequences.

Proof. To get that each row in (14) is a fiber sequence, compare the Milnor se-
quence for the homotopy groups of holimiXi to the Milnor sequence for the homo-
topy groups of holimi WhqpXiq. The compatibility with the structure maps of the
sequences of spectra follows from functoriality of Whq and the universality of the
comparison map from Whq ˝holimi to holimi ˝Whq. �

Lemma 2.14. Let tXiu be a sequence of morphisms of spectra. Then the natural
map

holim
i

Xi Ñ hocolim
q

holim
i
pWhqpXiqq

is an equivalence.

Proof. Take the homotopy colimit of each column in (14). �
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Proposition 2.15. Let tXiu be a sequence of morphisms of spectra. Suppose that
R1 limi π˚pXiq vanishes. Then there exists a conditionally convergent spectral se-
quence

E1
s,t – kpnqt

´

ΣsH lim
i
πsXi

¯

ñ kpnqt holimiXi(15)

dr : Ers,t Ñ Ers`r,t´1.

Proof. For each i P N, we have the Whitehead filtration WhpXiq, a sequence of
spectra. Consider the homotopy limit holimi WhpXiq of the Whitehead filtrations,
and regard holimi WhpXiq as a tower of spectra. Applying kpnq˚ to that tower
yields an exact couple. The claimed spectral sequence (15) is the spectral sequence
of that exact couple.

By a connectivity argument exactly like the one used in the proof of Lemma 2.9,
for each fixed integer t the group kpnqt pholimi WhspXiqq is trivial for sufficiently
large s, so the spectral sequence converges conditionally to the colimit.

A priori, that colimit is colimq kpnqt pholimi WhqpXiqq. We must show that this
colimit agrees with the claimed abutment kpnqt holimiXi. This agreement follows
from the isomorphisms:

colimq kpnqt pholimi WhqpXiqq – kpnqt phocolimq holimi pWhqpXiqqq

– kpnqtpholimiXiq(16)

where isomorphism (16) is due to Lemma 2.14.
We also must show that the spectral sequence’s input is as claimed. We have

the fiber sequence

(17) holimipWhs`1
pXiqq Ñ holimipWhspXiqq Ñ holimi ΣsHπsXi,

and using the Milnor exact sequence, the right-hand term in (17) is easily seen to
be a two-stage Postnikov system with the same homotopy groups as

(18) ΣsH lim
i
πsXi _ Σs´1HR1 lim

i
πsXi.

The vanishing assumption on R1 lim iπ˚pXiq now ensures that the E1-term is as
claimed. �

The following useful lemma is proven by Lunøe-Nielsen and Rognes, as part of
the proof of Proposition 2.2 in their paper [33]:

Lemma 2.16. Suppose that tXiu is a sequence in the stable homotopy category.
Suppose that each Xi is a bounded below spectrum and each graded Fp-module
H˚pXi;Fpq is finite type. Then R1 limi π˚ppXiq

^
p q “ 0.

Given a prime number p, recall that an abelian group is said to be p-reduced if
it has no nonzero infinitely p-divisible elements.

Lemma 2.17. Let p be a prime number, let L be an integer, and let tXiu be a
sequence of p-complete bounded-below spectra. Make the following assumptions:

(1) The derived limit R1 limi πs pXiq is trivial for all integers s.
(2) The mod p reduction of the abelian group πspholimiXiq is finite for all

s ě L. x

Then the abelian group limi kpnqtpHπsXiq is finite for all integers s ě L and all
integers t.
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Proof. Let k̃pnq be any spectrum equipped with a map k̃pnq Ñ kpnq such that

π˚pk̃pnqq “ Zppqrvns as a graded abelian group, and the map π˚pk̃pnqq Ñ π˚pkpnqq

is the reduction modulo p map. For example, k̃pnq can be the spectrum obtained
from BP by using BP -module cells to cone off everything in the ideal in BP˚
generated by the elements vi with i ‰ n.

By the first hypothesis and by the Milnor sequence for the homotopy groups of
a sequential homotopy limit, we have isomorphisms

kpnqtpholimiHπsXiq – kpnqtpH lim
i
πsXiq

– kpnqtpHπs holimiXiq

– k̃pnqt pS{p^Hπs holimiXiq .

The spectrum S{p^Hπs holimiXi is a two-stage Postnikov system, with

πj pS{p^Hπs holimiXiq –

$

&

%

Fp bZ πs holimiXi if j “ 0
pπs holimiXiq rps if j “ 1
0 if j ‰ 0, 1,

where the notation Grps denotes the p-torsion subgroup of an abelian group G.
Since the mod p reduction of πs holimiXi was assumed finite, we know that

π0 pS{p^Hπs holimiXiq is finite. Since πs holimiXi is p-reduced4, the group

π1 pS{p^Hπs holimiXiq is also finite. Hence kpnqtpholimiHπsXiq is k̃pnqt of a
finite Postnikov system whose layers are each Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra of finite
abelian groups. Consequently kpnqtpholimiHπsXiq is finite.

Theorem 2.5 now implies that limi kpnqtpHπsXiq is a quotient of the finite group
kpnqtpholimiHπsXiq. Hence limi kpnqtpHπsXiq is finite. �

Theorem 2.18. Let p be a prime number, let M be an integer, and let n be a
positive integer. Suppose we have a sequence tXiu of bounded-below p-complete
spectra satisfying the following conditions:

‚ R1 limi π˚Xi is trivial.
‚ There exists an integer L such that the mod p reduction of the abelian group
πspholimiXiq is finite for all s ě L.

‚ For each integer i, the spectrum Xi satisfies condition HpMq.
‚ kpnq˚pXiq is simple vn-torsion for all i P N.
‚ For each i, the graded Fp-module H˚pXi;Fpq is finite type.

Then the homotopy limit holimiXi is Kpnq-acyclic.

Proof. Same argument as in Theorem 2.11, using spectral sequence (15) in place
of spectral sequence (6). There is one point worth commenting on: in the proof of
Theorem 2.11, we invoked the finiteness of the product

ś

iPI kpnqt pΣ
sHπspXiqq to

bound the lengths of nonzero differentials hitting a given bidegree. In the present
setting, we instead need to know that limi kpnqt pΣ

sHπspXiqq is finite. This is a
consequence of Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17. We remark that this argument requires the
assumption that each Xi is p-complete (because of the p-completion appearing in
Lemma 2.16), which we did not need for Theorem 2.11. �

4The p-reducedness of πs holimiXi – limi πsXi follows from the fact that p-reducedness is
a property preserved by sequential limits, and the fact that each Xi is p-complete, hence has p-

reduced homotopy groups. See Proposition 2.5 of [13] and VI.3.4(i) of [14] for this last implication.
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Remark 2.19. Let tXiu be a sequence of spectra satisfying the hypotheses of The-
orem 2.18. Then since kpnq˚pXiq is simple vn-torsion, it is clear that Kpnq˚pXiq “ 0
for each i, so limiKpnq˚Xi “ 0. It is therefore a consequence of Theorem 2.18 that

lim
i
Kpnq˚Xi “ Kpnq˚plim

i
Xiq,

i.e., under these hypotheses, Kpnq-homology commutes with a non-uniformly-bounded-
below homotopy limit.

Fix a prime p as well as integers M and n ě 1 for the remainder of this section.

Definition 2.20. Let tXiu be a sequence in the stable homotopy category. We
say that the sequence tXiu is Kpnq-amenable with parameter M if the following
conditions are all satisfied:

(1) each Xi is bounded below and p-complete,
(2) H˚pXi;Fpq is finite type for all i,
(3) the sequence of graded Fp-vector spaces tHpH˚pXi;Fpq, Qnqu is pro-isomorphic

to zero,
(4) there exists an integer L such that for each s ě L the groups πsplimiXiq{p

are finite, and
(5) for each i, the spectrum Xi satisfies condition HpMq.

If the parameter M is clear from context, then we simply say that the sequence tXiu

is Kpnq-amenable.

Remark 2.21. Recall that a map V ÑW of pro-objects in graded Fp-modules is
a monomorphism if its kernel is pro-isomorphic to the zero sequence. A sequence
tZiu of abelian groups is pro-isomorphic to zero if for each s there exists a t ě s
such that Zt Ñ Zs is the zero map. Hence a map of sequences tViu Ñ tWiu is a
pro-monomorphism if for each s there exists a t ě s such that

kerpVt ÑWtq Ñ kerpVs ÑWsq

is the zero map.

Lemma 2.22. If tXiu is a Kpnq-amenable sequence with parameter M , then the
canonical map

tkpnq˚pXiqu Ñ tkpnq˚pX
ăM
i qu

is a monomorphism in the category of pro-objects in graded Fp-modules.

Proof. The naturality of the edge homomorphism in the Adams spectral sequence
for kpnq^Xi provides a morphism of pro-objects in the category of graded Fp-vector
spaces

tkpnq˚pXiqu Ñ thomEpτnqpFp, H˚pXi;Fpqqu.(19)

Each element of the kernel of the edge map kpnq˚pXiq Ñ HomEpτnqpFp, H˚pXi;Fpqq,
can be represented by an element in the E2-page of the Adams spectral sequence
converging to kpnq˚pXiq. That element is in Exts,˚EpτnqpFp, H˚pXi;Fpqq for some

s ą 0. Hence, by Corollary A.6, the pro-triviality of tHpH˚pXi;Fpq, Qnqu implies
that the map (19) of pro-vector-spaces is a monomorphism.

Since there is a natural canonical inclusion

inc : HomEpτnqpFp, H˚pXi;Fpqq Ă H˚pXi;Fpq
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we have a natural monomorphism of pro-objects in the category of graded Fp-vector
spaces

tkpnq˚pXiqu Ñ tH˚pXi;Fpqu.

By naturality, the diagram

(20) kpnq˚pXiq //

��

HomEpτnqpFp, H˚pXi;Fpqq
inc //

��

H˚pXi;Fpq

��
kpnq˚pX

ăM
i q // HomEpτnqpFp, H˚pXăMi ;Fpqq

inc // H˚pXăMi ;Fpq

commutes. We have shown that the composite of the top horizontal maps in dia-
gram (20) is a pro-monomorphism. The right-hand vertical map in (20) is a level-
wise monomorphism, since each spectrum Xi satisfies condition HpMq. Hence the
left-hand vertical map in (20) must also be a pro-monomorphism, as claimed. �

Finally, we prove the main theorem.

Theorem 2.23. Suppose tXiu is a Kpnq-amenable sequence with parameter M .
Then holimiXi is Kpnq-acyclic.

Proof. Essentially the same argument as that of Theorem 2.11, although some care
is required to establish the horizontal vanishing line in spectral sequence (15). Our
argument for that vanishing line is as follows. Recall (e.g. from Scholie 3.5 in the
appendix of [7]) that a map of sequences of abelian groups tAiu Ñ tBiu is pro-zero
if and only if, for every integer i, there exists an integer jpiq ě i such that the
composite map of abelian groups Ajpiq Ñ Ai Ñ Bi is zero.

For each integer k, let γpkq be the minimum of the connectivities of the spectra
X0, . . . , Xk, so that WhγpkqpXiq – Xi for all i ď k. By Lemma 2.22, the map of
sequences of graded abelian groups tkpnq˚WhM pXiqu Ñ tkpnq˚pXiqu is pro-zero,
i.e., zero in the pro-category of graded abelian groups5. Consequently, for each
integer i, there exists an integer jpiq ě i such that kpnq˚WhM pXjpiqq Ñ kpnq˚pXiq

is zero.
Hence, given an element x “ px0, x1, . . . q of limi kpnqt WhM pXiq, for each given

initial subsequence px0, . . . , xkq of x, the image of xjpkq P kpnqt WhM pXjpkqq in

kpnqt WhγpjpkqqpXkq is zero. By the compatibility of the elements of the sequence

px0, x1, . . . q, the image of xi in kpnqt WhγpjpkqqpXkq is zero for all i ď k. Conse-
quently the map

lim
i
kpnqt WhM pXiq Ñ colim

s
lim
i
kpnqt WhspXiq

sends every initial subsequence of px0, x1, . . . q to zero. Hence x maps to zero

in the colimit colims limk kpnqt WhM pXkq, by the same argument (using finite-
dimensionality of limiPI kpnqtpHπsXiq for all s ě M) as in the proof of Theorem
2.23. �

5To be clear: “zero in the pro-category of graded abelian groups” is a stronger condition than
“each individual degree is pro-zero in the category of abelian groups.” Lemma 2.22 yields the

stronger of these two conditions.
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3. A higher chromatic height analogue of Mitchell’s theorem

In this section, we give a sample application of the main theorem of this paper,
Theorem 2.23. Our sample application is to the Morava K-theory of the topological
periodic cyclic homology and the topological negative cyclic homology of Bxny,
where Bxny is any p-primary E2 form of BP xny satisfying Running Assumption
1.3. See Definition 1.2 for the definition of a “p-primary E2 form of BP xny.”

In [38], Mitchell proved that Kpmq˚pKpZqq – 0 for m ě 2, and consequently
Kpmq˚pKpRqq – 0 for any HZ-algebra R. We might consider the following higher
chromatic height analogue of Mitchell’s theorem.

Question 3.1. Suppose n is some integer, n P r´1,8q and Bxny is a p-primary E2

form of BP xny. If R is a Bxny-algebra spectrum, then does Kpmq˚pKpRqq vanish
for all m ě n` 2?

This gives an upper bound on the chromatic complexity of the algebraicK-theory
of a Bxny-algebra. By Ravenel [42, Thm. 2.1(d),(f),(i)], we know that

Kpmq˚pBxnyq – 0

for m ě n ` 1, and every Bxny-algebra is likewise Kpmq-acyclic. Consequently a
positive answer to Question 3.1 implies that, if there is a “red-shift” in algebraic
K-theory of a Bxny-algebra spectrum, then this shift is a shift of at most one.

The main goal of this section is to answer Question 3.1 for all pn, pq such that
there exists a p-primary E2 form Bxny of BP xny satisfying Running Assumption
1.3. Question 3.1 is already known to have a positive result for n “ ´1 by Quillen
[41], for n “ 0 by Mitchell [38], and for n “ 1 and p ě 5 by Ausoni–Rognes [8] after
p-completion. Consequently our main new contributions are the cases n “ 1, 2 at
p “ 3, though we do not know of obstacles to working out the same calculations at
p “ 2.

Remark 3.2. Our results rely on the calculation, by Bruner and Rognes in [15],
of the continuous homology Hc

˚pTC
´pBP xnyq;Fpq, for all primes p and integers n.

The proof uses the fact that when BP xny is an E8 ring spectrum than it admits
certain Kudo–Araki–Dyer–Lashof operations.

If n is sufficiently large, then the spectrum BP xny is known to not admit an
E8 ring structure: at p “ 2, this is a theorem of Lawson [31], and at p ą 2,
a theorem of Senger [45]. This seems to suggest that the main theorem in this
section, Theorem 3.10, cannot have consequences for large integers n. On the
other hand, the spectrum BP was shown to admit an E4 ring spectrum model
by Basterra–Mandell [11]. Since the first draft of this paper appeared in pre-
print form, Hahn–Wilson [22] have proven that there are specific forms of BP xny
built from MUppq, which are E3 ring spectra, and consequently THH of such a
form of BP xny is an E2-ring spectrum. If the calculations of Bruner–Rognes [15]
can be made to work using only the Em Dyer–Lashof–Kudo–Araki operations, for
appropriate values of m, rather than the classical (E8) Dyer–Lashof–Kudo–Araki
operations, then our Theorem 3.10 would yield a positive answer to Question 3.1
for all primes p and heights n.

Remark 3.3. Since the first draft of this paper was posted, the papers [16, 30]
appeared. These papers establish that Question 3.1 has a positive answer at all
primes for any p-primary E1 form of BP xny. Their work uses entirely different
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methods from ours, and our work applies to approximations of algebraic K-theory
such as TC´ and TP , whereas their approach works directly with algebraic K-
theory.

3.1. Trace methods. Now we briefly recall the setup for topological periodic cyclic
homology and topological negative cyclic homology. Let R be an E1 ring spectrum.
Write T for the circle, regarded as the compact Lie group of unit vectors in the
complex numbers. It is well-known that the topological Hochschild homology of R,
denoted THHpRq, has a canonical action of the circle group T. Let ET “ SpC8q
be the unit sphere in C8 where T acts on C8 coordinate-wise. Therefore, ET is a
T-space with free T-action whose underlying space is contractible. We also consider
the homotopy cofiber sequence

ET` Ñ S0 Ñ rET
in topological spaces where the map ET` Ñ S0 is induced by the unique map
ETÑ ˚ of unpointed topological spaces.

We define topological negative cyclic homology as the homotopy fixed-point spec-
trum

TC´pRq :“ THHpRqhT “ F pET`, THHpRqqT

and topological periodic cyclic homology as the Tate spectrum

TP pRq :“ THHpRqtT “
´

rET^ F pET`, THHpRqq
¯T
.

There is a homological T-homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

E˚,˚2 pRq “ H˚pT, H˚pTHHpRq;Fpqq ñ Hc
˚pTC

´pRq;Fpq.(21)

The notation Hc
˚ refers to continuous homology, and is defined so that

Hc
˚pTC

´pRq;Fpq “ lim
k
H˚pTC

´pRqrks;Fpq,

where

TC´pRqrks “ F
´

pETp2kqq`, THHpRq
¯T
,

and where ETp2kq is the 2k-skeleton of the standard presentation for ET as an
T-CW complex. Explicitly, we let ETp2kq “ SpCk`1q, and it is obtained from
ETp2k´2q by attaching a single T-cell of dimension 2k. We refer the reader to [15,
Sec. 2] for a more detailed account.

There is also a homological T-Tate spectral sequence

pE˚,˚2 pRq “ Ĥ˚pT, H˚pTHHpRq;Fpqq ñ Hc
˚pTP pRq;Fpq,(22)

with abutment Hc
˚pTP pRq;Fpq :“ lim

k
H˚pTP pRqrks;Fpq. The filtration

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ TP pRqr1s Ñ TP pRqr0s Ñ TP pRqr´1s Ñ . . .

is the Greenlees filtration [19], and is given by

TP pRqrks :“
´

rET{ rET´2k ^ F pET`, THHpRqq
¯T
.(23)

The definition of the T-equivariant spectrum rET2k depends on whether k is negative
or not, as follows.

If k ě 0: then rET2k is the cofiber of the map ETp2kq` Ñ S0, again induced by

the unique unpointed T-equivariant map ETp2kq Ñ ˚.
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If k ă 0: then rET2k is the Spanier-Whitehead dual of rET´2k`2.

We will need to make use of two more related spectral sequences. By considering

the filtrations on ET and on rET only in a range of dimensions, there is also a
spectral sequence

E˚,˚2 pRqrks “ Pk`1ptq bH˚pTHHpRq;Fpq ñ H˚pTC
´pRqrks;Fpq(24)

called the approximate homotopy fixed point spectral sequence. There is also a
spectral sequence

pE˚,˚2 pRqrks “ P pt´1qttku bH˚pTHHpRq;Fpq ñ H˚pTP pRqrks;Fpq,(25)

called the approximate Tate spectral sequence, where

P pt´1qttku “ txtk : x P P pt´1qu.

Each of these four spectral sequences strongly converge when π˚pTHHpRqq
is bounded below and HmpTHHpRq;Fpq is finite for all m. All of these spec-
tral sequences are spectral sequences of A˚-comodules; this follows from the same
proof as given in [15, Prop. 2.1] in the case of the spectral sequence (21). When
HmpTHHpRq;Fpq is finite for all m and bounded below, we also know that these
are all spectral sequences of EpQmq-modules, where Qm is the Milnor primitive [36]
in the Steenrod algebra A, dual to the indecomposable τ̄m P A˚. In other words,
the differentials are Qm-linear.

More generally, for a generalized homology theory E˚ we write

Ec˚pTP pRqq :“ lim
k
E˚pTP pRqrksq and

Ec˚pTC
´pRqq :“ lim

k
E˚pTC

´pRqrksq.

The mod p homology of topological Hochschild homology comes equipped with an
operator σ, sometimes called the circle operator. The circle operator σ is induced
by the canonical map

σ : R^ TÑ R^ T` Ñ THHpRq

so that σx P H˚pTHHpRq;Fpq is the image of

xb ι P H˚pR;Fpq bH˚pT;Fpq – H˚pR^ T;Fpq Ă H˚pR^ T`;Fpq

where ι is the canonical generator of H1pT;Fpq. Note that this operator is compat-
ible with the canonical T-action

α : THHpRq ^ TÑ THHpRq ^ T` Ñ THHpRq

in the sense that

σpxq “ αpηpxq b ιq

where η : H˚pRq Ñ H˚pTHHpRqq is the unit map of R algebra THHpRq and we
write α for the induced map

α : H˚pTHHpRqq bH˚pTq Ñ H˚pTHHpRq ^ T`q Ñ H˚pTHHpRqq

by abuse of notation. Also, by [6, Prop. 5.10] we know that

σpx ¨ yq “ x ¨ σpyq ` p´1q|y|σpxq ¨ y

for x, y P H˚pR;Fpq, so in particular, σpxpq “ 0 whenever |x| is even. In particular,
σp1q “ 0.
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3.2. A higher height Mitchell theorem. We now recall that by Angeltveit–
Rognes [6, Thm. 5.12], for odd primes p, there is an isomorphism

H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq – H˚pBP xny;FpqbFp
Epσξ̄1, σξ̄2, . . . , σξ̄n`1qbFp

P pστ̄n`1q

of H˚pBP xny;Fpq-algebras. The left A˚-coaction

νn : H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq Ñ A˚ bFp
H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq

is given as follows:

‚ On elements in H˚pBP xny;Fpq Ď H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq, νn is simply the
restriction of the coproduct of A˚ to H˚pBP xny;Fpq Ă A˚.

‚ On elements in H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq of the form σξ̄i for 1 ď i ď n, and
on the element στ̄n`1, νn is given by the formula

νnpσxq “ p1b σqpνnpxqq(26)

from [6, Eq. 511].
‚ On the remaining elements of H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq, the coaction νn is

given by the formula νnpxyq “ νnpxqνnpyq.

In particular, because σpξ̄p
j

i q “ 0 for j ě 1, formulas (2) and (26) imply that the
elements σξ̄k are comodule primitives. Formulas (3) and (26) imply that

νpστ̄n`1q “ 1b στ̄n`1 ` τ̄0 b σξ̄n`1,(27)

which also appears in Theorem 5.12 of [6].
Next, we recall the computation of continuous homology of topological negative

cyclic homology and topological periodic cyclic homology of BP xny. Bruner and
Rognes [15, Proposition 6.1] prove that the E8 term of the homological homotopy
fixed-point spectral sequence (21) admits an isomorphism

E˚,˚8 pBP xnyq –
`

P ptq bFp
M1 bFp

M2

˘

‘ T

where

M1 “Epτ
1
j`1 | j ě n` 1q,

(28)

M2 “P pξ̄j`1|j ě n` 1q b P pξ̄pj | 1 ď j ď n` 1q b Epξ̄p´1
j σξ̄j | 1 ď j ď n` 1q,

(29)

and where T consists of classes x in filtration s “ 0 with tx “ 0 and with

τ 1k`1 “ τ̄k`1 ´ τ̄kpστ̄kq
p´1

for k ě m` 1.
One can then easily deduce the computation of the E8 term

pE˚,˚8 pBP xnyq – P pt, t´1q bFp
M1 bFp

M2

of the homological T-Tate spectral sequence (22) for BP xny, where M1 and M2

are as defined in (28) and (29). There are no possible additive extensions because
the abutment is a graded Fp-vector space. It will also be useful to record the
structure of the E8-page of the approximate Tate spectral sequence (25). There is
an isomorphism of EpQmq-modules, for all m ě n` 2,

pE˚,˚8 pBP xnyqrks “
`

P pt´1qttk´1u bFp
M1 bFp

M2

˘

‘ Vkpnqtt
ku(30)
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where

Vkpnq “H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq{ im pd2´2k,˚
2 q.(31)

Here d2´2k,˚
2 denotes the differential in the approximate Tate spectral sequence

(25), regarded as a map

d2´2k,˚
2 : H˚pTHHpBP xny;Fpq Ñ H˚`1pTHHpBP xny;Fpq.

Note that the spectral sequence (25) collapses at the E3-term as a consequence of
[15, Prop. 6.1], so we do not need to consider the image of longer differentials in
our description of Vkpnq.

Now we prove a lemma that will be useful for the main Margolis homology
calculation.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose k is an integer, and suppose that

. . .
� � // F2

� � //

��

F1
� � //

��

F0

��
. . . �
� // F 12

� � // F 11
� � // F 10

is a map of filtered graded EpQmq-modules satisfying the following conditions:

(1) Fj “ 0 for j ě k ` 2,
(2) F 1j “ 0 for j ě k ` 1,

(3) Fj “ F 1j for j ă k,

(4) and HpFj{Fj`1, Qmq and HpF 1j{F
1
j`1, Qmq are trivial for all j ď k.

Then the map of graded Fp-vector spaces induced in Margolis homology

HpF0, Qmq ÝÑ HpF 10, Qmq

is the zero map.

Proof. By the long exact sequences in Margolis homology induced by the short
exact sequences

0 // Fj`1
// Fj // Fj{Fj`1

// 0

0 // F 1j`1
// F 1j // F 1j{F

1
j`1

// 0

and the assumptions that HpFj{Fj`1, Qmq “ HpF 1j{F
1
j`1, Qmq “ 0 for j ď k, we

know that the induced maps HpFj`1, Qmq
–
ÝÑ HpFj , Qmq and HpF 1j`1, Qmq

–
ÝÑ

HpF 1j , Qmq are isomorphisms for j ď k. When j “ k, the map of long exact
sequences in Margolis homology associated to the map of short exact sequences

0 //

��

Fk`1
//

��

Fk //

��

Fk{Fk`1
//

��

0

��
0 // 0 // F 1k // F 1k // 0
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has a subdiagram of the form

HpFk`1, Qmq
– //

��

HpFk, Qmq //

��

0

��
0 // HpF 1k, Qmq

– // HpF 1k, Qmq

so the map HpFk, Qmq Ñ HpF 1k, Qmq is the zero map. Now the compatible isomor-
phisms

HpFk, Qmq – HpFk´1, Qmq – HpFk´2, Qmq – . . . and

HpF 1k, Qmq – HpF 1k´1, Qmq – HpF 1k´2, Qmq – . . .

yield that HpFj , Qmq ÝÑ HpF 1j , Qmq is also the zero map for all j ă k. �

We now apply this lemma in the main example of interest.

Proposition 3.5. Let p be odd, and let Bxny be a p-primary E2 form of BP xny.
There is an isomorphism of pro-objects in abelian groups

tHpH˚pTP pBxnyqrks;Fpq, QmqukPZ – 0

for all m ě n` 2. Consequently, there is an isomorphism

lim
k
HpH˚pTP pBxnyqrks;Fpq, Qmq – 0.

Proof. We will show that each of the induced maps

HpH˚pTP pBxnyqrks;Fpq, Qmq Ñ HpH˚pTP pBxnyqrk ´ 1s;Fpq, Qmq

is the zero map for m ě n` 2, which implies the result.
First, there is a map of EpQmq-module spectral sequences

P pt˘1q

��

// P pt´1qttku bFp
H˚pTHHpBxny;Fpq

��
Hc
˚pTP pSq;Fpq // H˚pTP pBxny;Fpqrksq

where the first spectral sequence collapses for bidegree reasons. The Qm-action
is trivial on tj in Hc

˚pTP pSq;Fpq, because Hc
˚pTP pSq;Fpq is concentrated in even

degrees. Consequently Qmpt
jq “ 0 in the abutment H˚pTP pBxny;Fpqrksq of the

approximate Tate spectral sequence (25) for all m and all k ě j ą ´8.
Our next task is to compute the Margolis homologyHpFpttjubFp

M1bFp
M2, Qmq

where M1 and M2 are the EpQmq-modules defined in (28) and (29), and where
Fpttju is the graded Fp-vector subspace of P pt´1qttku spanned by tj . The Fp-
vector space Fpttju is equipped with the EpQmq-module structure in which Qm
acts trivially. The tensor product Fpttju bFp

M1 bFp
M2 is then a EpQmq-module

using the usual action of Qm on a tensor product of EpQmq-modules.
Recall that M1 – Epτ 1n`1, τ

1
n`2, . . . q. Write M1 for the exterior algebra on the

generators τ 1n`1, τ
1
n`2, . . . except for τ 1m. We claim that M1 – Epτ 1mq b M1 as

EpQmq-modules. This tensor splitting follows from the formula

Qmpτ
1
kq “ ξ̄p

k´m

k´m ,(32)
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which in turn follows from the A˚-coaction on τ 1k being given by

νpτ 1kq “ 1b τ 1k `
ÿ

i`j“k

τ̄i b ξ̄
pi

j ,(33)

as a consequence of (27).
As another consequence of (32), EpQmq acts freely on Epτ 1mq. Hence FpttjubFp

M1bFp
M2 has a free EpQmq-module as a tensor factor. This is enough to conclude

that Fpttju bFp M1 bFp M2 is free over Qm, hence its Margolis Qm-homology is
trivial.

We then write F
pkq
‚ for the abutment of the approximate Tate spectral sequence

(25), regarded as a filtered graded EpQmq-module. Consider the map of filtered

graded EpQmq-modules F
pk`1q
‚ Ñ F

pkq
‚ . By the calculation of Bruner and Rognes

(see (34), above), for any integers j, k satisfying j ă k, there are isomorphisms

F
pkq
j {F

pkq
j`1 – Fpttju bFp

M1 bFp
M2.(34)

Hence there are identifications F
pk`1q
j – F

pkq
j for j ă k, and F

pkq
j “ 0 for j ą k,

and in the preceding paragraphs of this proof, we showed that the Margolis Qm-

homology of the quotients F
pkq
j {F

pkq
j`1 is trivial for j ď k. That confirms all the

hypotheses of Lemma 3.4. The lemma then implies the claimed result. �

Lemma 3.6. Let p be odd. Fix a positive integer k. Suppose L is a graded A˚-
comodule such that L – P pt´1qttku bFp

B bFp
E, where

‚ B is isomorphic to a graded comodule subalgebra of the dual Steenrod algebra
A˚,

‚ E is a graded A˚-comodule, finite-dimensional as a Fp-vector space, and
consisting only of A˚-comodule primitives,

‚ and we have an isomorphism P pt´1qttku – H˚pTP pSqrks;Fpq of A˚-comodules.

Then the A˚-comodule primitives in L are bounded above by
ř

iPI |ei|, where tei :
i P Iu is a homogeneous Fp-linear basis for E, and where |ei| is the degree of ei.

Proof. Recall that the j-th stage in the Greenlees filtration of TP pSq has homology

H˚pTP pSqrjs;Fpq – P pt´1qttju “ txtj : x P P pt´1qu

as a quotient of H˚pTP pSq;Fpq – P pt˘1q. Hence we may consider L as a filtered
graded Fp-vector space

L “ Lk Ą Lk´1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą L´8 “ 0,

by defining Lj as
Lj “ H˚pTP pSqrjs;Fpq bFp

B bFp
E.

We refer to this filtration as the t-weight filtration on L. Specifically, tj has t-weight
j. (Note that higher t-weight corresponds to lower degree, since tj is in degree ´2j
in homology.)

We may regard the Fp-vector space quotient Lj{Lj´1 of Lj also as a graded
Fp-submodule of L, by identifying the quotient Lj{Lj´1 with

B bFp
Ettju “ tztj : z P B bFp

Eu Ă L.

Since B is isomorphic to a comodule subalgebra of the dual Steenrod algebra, the
only A˚-comodule primitive of B is the element 1. Writing

ψB : B Ñ A˚ bFp
B
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for the A˚-coaction, we have

ψBpxiq “ 1b xi `
ÿ

jě0

yij b z
i
j .

If xi P B is not a Fp-linear multiple of 1, then the sum
ř

jě0 y
i
j b zij must be

nonzero, or otherwise xi would be an A˚-comodule primitive. We also know that
t P P pt´1qttku has coaction6

ψkptq “
ÿ

jě0

ξj b t
pj(35)

in which terms involving a power tp
j

with pj ą k are omitted. More generally, we
can compute the coaction on P pt´1qttku by the formula

ψkpt
iq “ p

ÿ

jě0

ξj b t
pj qi

in which the sum is taken in the graded Fp-algebra Fprt˘1s, and then terms with
t-weight ą k are omitted.

Since E consists only of A˚-comodule primitives, the natural map

HomA˚pFp,Mq bFp
E Ñ HomA˚pFp,M bFp

Eq

is an isomorphism for any A˚-comodule M . Hence there is an isomorphism

HomA˚pFp, P pt´1qttku bFp
B bFp

Eq – HomA˚pFp, P pt´1qttku bFp
Bq bFp

E.

(36)

The highest-degree element in the graded comodule E is the product e1 ¨ . . . ¨ en
of all the generators of the exterior algebra E. This product has degree

řn
i“1 |ei|.

If we can show that P pt´1qttku bFp B has no nonzero A˚-comodule primitives in
positive degrees, then isomorphism (36) will tell us that L has no A˚-comodule
primitives in degree greater than

ř

iPI |ei|, finishing the proof of the theorem.

Even better: when k ě 2p ´ 2, neither P pt´1qttku nor B have any comodule
primitives in positive degrees. To see that this is the case for P pt´1qttku, it is a
matter of simple calculation, using the formula (35). To see that B has no comodule
primitives in positive degrees, one need only remember that B was assumed to be
a comodule subalgebra of the Steenrod algebra.

Continue to assume k ě 2p ´ 2. While neither P pt´1qttku nor B have any
comodule primitives in positive degrees, we need to verify that their tensor product
A˚-comodule P pt´1qttkubFpB also has no comodule primitives in positive degrees.

Suppose we have a homogeneous, positive-degree sum of the form
ř

i t
i b xi P

P pt´1qttku bFp B, with xi P B, all but finitely many xi are zero, and the sum

satisfies
ř

i t
ibxi R P pt

´1qttku and
ř

i t
ibxi R B. We need to verify that

ř

i t
ibxi

is not an A˚-comodule primitive.

6The coaction (35) is extremely classical, but curiously, we know very few places where it
appears explicitly in the literature. One place is page 14 of [3]. It is, however, derivable from

Milnor’s formula λ˚ptq “
ř

jě0 t
pj b ξj for the adjoint A˚-coaction on the cohomology of CP8,

from Lemma 6 in section 5 of [36]. The idea is to identify positive-degree Tate cohomology with
negative-degree homology, in such a way that the A˚-coaction on negative-degree homology of

CP8´8 agrees with the adjoint A˚-coaction on cohomology of CP8.
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Write ψB for the A˚-coaction map on B. Write 1bxi`
ř

jě0 y
i
jb z

i
j for ψBpxiq,

and write

ψk,B : P pt´1qttku bFp
B Ñ A˚ bFp

P pt´1qttku bFp
B

for the A˚-coaction on P pt´1qttku bFp
B. The coaction map ψk,B satisfies

ψ`,Bpxit
iq “ ψBpxiq ¨ ψ`pt

iq

“ p1b xi `
ÿ

jě0

yij b z
i
jqp

ÿ

jě0

ξj b t
pj qi

in which the sum is taken in the graded Fp-algebra Fprt˘1s bFp
B, and then terms

with t-weight ą k are omitted. The t-weight filtration on L is a filtration by A˚-
subcomodules, i.e.,

ψ`,BpL`q Ă A˚ bFp
L`

for each `. Consequently, nonzero elements in distinct t-weight filtrations in L
cannot cancel each other.

We now consider the coaction on
ř

i xi ¨t
i where we assume that all xi are nonzero

and the sum is therefore a finite sum. Then

ψ`,Bp
ÿ

i

ti ¨ xiq “
ÿ

i

p1b xi `
ÿ

jě0

yij b z
i
jqp

ÿ

jě0

ξj b t
pj qi

in which the sum is taken in the graded Fp-algebra Fprt˘1s bFp B, and then terms
with t-weight ą k are omitted. As nonzero terms of distinct t-weight cannot cancel
each other, it suffices to show that the reduction

ψk,Bp
ÿ

i

xi ¨ t
iq Ă A˚ bFp Li{Li`1

of ψk,Bp
ř

i xi ¨ t
iq is nontrivial after subtracting 1b

ř

i xi ¨ t
i. We therefore need to

show that

ψk,Bp
ÿ

i

xi ¨ t
iq ´ 1b

ÿ

i

xi ¨ t
i ‰ 0 P A˚ bFp Li{Li´1.

By inspection,

ψk,Bp
ÿ

i

xi ¨ t
iq ´ 1b

ÿ

i

xi ¨ t
i “ p

ÿ

jě0

yij b t
j ¨ zijq “ p1b t

jq ¨ p
ÿ

jě0

yij b zjq,

but we know that p
ř

jě0 y
i
j b zjq ‰ 0, since B has no nonzero A˚-comodule primi-

tives in positive degrees. We also know that z ¨ tj ‰ 0 when z ‰ 0 P B and j P Z,
so this sum must be nontrivial. The conclusion is that

ř

iě0 xi ¨ t
i cannot be a

comodule primitive, as desired. �

Lemma 3.7. Let Bxny be a p-primary E2 form of BP xny satisfying Running As-
sumption 1.3. Suppose p is odd. For each n, there exists a positive integer Mpnq,
independent of k, such that the spectrum TP pBxnyqrks satisfies condition HpMpnqq
for every k ě 1.

Proof. To prove the lemma, it suffices to check that the graded Fp-vector space of
A˚-comodule primitives in H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq is bounded above. Recall from
(30) that the E8-term of the approximate Tate spectral sequence (25) is

pE˚,˚8 pBP xnyqrks –
`

P pt´1qttk´1u bFp
M1 bFp

M2

˘

‘ Vkpnqtt
ku,
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and it strongly converges to H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq. The graded A˚-comodules
M1, M2 and Vkpnq were defined in formulas (28), (29) and (31) respectively. We
first claim that that the A˚-comodule primitives in this E8-term are bounded above
by the integer Mpnq “

řn
j“1 |ξ̄

p´1
j σξ̄j |. To prove this it suffices to prove that the

graded A˚-subcomodule of A˚-comodule primitives in P pt´1qrtk´1sbFp
M1bFp

M2

and Vkpnqtt
ku are each trivial in grading degrees greater than Mpnq.

We have an isomorphism of graded A˚-comodules M1bFp
M2 – BbFp

E, where
B and E are as follows:
B is

Epτ 1j`1|j ě n` 1q b P pξ̄j`1|k ě n` 1q b P pξ̄pj |1 ď j ď n` 1q,

regarded as a graded A˚-subcomodule of the dual Steenrod algebra by the map
B Ñ A˚ sending τ 1j`1 to τj`1 (this is a consequence of (33)), sending ξ̄j`1 to ξ̄j`1,

and sending ξ̄pj to ξ̄pj .

E is Epξ̄p´1
j σξ̄j |1 ď j ď nq with trivial A˚-coaction, i.e., every element of E is a

A˚-comodule primitive. This is a consequence of the calculation of the homology of
THHpBP xnyq in [6] together with the calculation of the homological approximate
Tate spectral sequence for THHpBP xnyq in [15]: one just needs to keep track of
the A˚-coaction while running the spectral sequence. We give a bit of detail of how
this works, by explaining how to verify that ξ̄p´1

1 σξ̄1 is an A˚-comodule primitive;
the same verification for the other classes in E is left to the interested reader as an
exercise.

As shown in [15], the homological approximate Tate spectral sequence for BP xny

collapses at the E3-page. Consequently pE˚,˚8 pBP xnyqrks is a subquotient of E2.
The A˚-coaction on H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq is computed by first restricting the
coaction on the E2-page to the A˚-subcomodule consisting of the d2-cycles, and
then reducing modulo d2-boundaries. On the E2-term we have

ψpξ̄p´1
1 σξ̄1q “ pξ̄1 b 1` 1b ξ̄1q

p´1p1b σξ̄1q “
p´1
ÿ

i“0

ˆ

p´ 1

i

˙

ξ̄i1 b ξ̄
p´1´i
1 σξ̄1.

and this remains the coaction after restricting to d2-cycles. Every summand except
1b ξ̄p´1

1 σξ̄1 is a d2-boundary. Consequently ξ̄p´1
1 σξ̄1 is an A˚-comodule primitive.

It therefore follows that the A˚-subcomodule of primitives in

P pt´1qrtk´1s bFp
M1 bFp

M2

is trivial in grading degrees greater than Mpnq “
řn
j“1 |ξ̄

p´1
j σξ̄j | by Lemma 3.6.

From Theorem 5.12 of [6], we know that

H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq – Epσξ1, . . . , σξn`1q bFp P pστn`1q bFp H˚pBP xny;Fpq

and by formulas (3) and (26) theA˚-comodule primitives inH˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpqttku
are contained in ker d´2k,˚

2 , where

d´2k,˚
2 : H˚pTHHpBP xny;Fpqttku Ñ H˚pTHHpBP xny;Fpqttk`1u

is the d2-differential in the approximate Tate spectral sequence. Consequently, the
map

HomA˚pFp, kerpd´2k,˚
2 qq Ñ HomA˚pFp, H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpqq
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induced by the canonical inclusion is an epimorphism. We then consider the map
of long exact sequences

HomA˚pFp, kerpd´2k,˚
2 qq // //

��

HomA˚pFp, H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpqq

��
HomA˚pFp, kerpd´2k,˚

2 q{ im pd2´2k,˚
2 qq //

��

HomA˚pFp, H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq{ im pd2´2k,˚
2 qq

��
Ext1A˚pFp, im pd2´2k,˚

2 q
id //

��

Ext1A˚pFp, im pd2´2k,˚
2 q

��
Ext1A˚pFp, kerpd´2k,˚

2 qq
� � // Ext1A˚pFp, H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpqq

and observe that

Vkpnqtt
ku –

`

H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpqttku
˘

{ im pd2´2k,˚
2 q.

We already checked that the A˚-comodules in ker d´2k,˚{ im d2´2k,˚ “M1bFp M2

are bounded above by Mpnq, so we conclude that the set of A˚-comodule primitives
in Vkpnq is also bounded above by Mpnq by the 4-lemma.

In sum, this proves that the associated graded of a filtration7 on

H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq
has comodule primitives bounded above by Mpnq. Because we are working with the
approximate Tate spectral sequence, this filtration is finite in each grading degree:
it is of the form

H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq Ą H˚pTP pBP xnyqrk ´ 1s;Fpq Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą 0

where HspTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq “ 0 for k ą ´s{2 so in a fixed grading degree s it is
the filtration

HspTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą HspTP pBP xnyqr´rs{2ss;Fpq Ą 0 “ 0 “ . . .

which is a finite filtration, where rs{2s is the integer ceiling of s{2.
Hence, if there were a nontrivial comodule primitive z P Fi in internal degree

ąMpnq, then either it would map to a comodule primitive in Fi{Fi´1, or it would
pull back to an element in Fi´1. By a finite downward induction on filtration degree,
z must be a comodule primitive in Fj{Fj´1 for some ` ă j ă i. Therefore, it suffices
to check that there are no comodule primitives in internal degrees ą Mpnq in the
associated graded of this filtration on H˚pTP pRqrks;Fpq, which we have already
done. �

Lemma 3.8 must surely be known in some form or another: it is quite close to
well-developed ideas dating back to Bousfield and Kan’s book [14]. We provide a
proof since we have not been able to locate the result in the existing literature.
We will use the following notation: given a prime number p and a spectrum X, we
write γpX for the homotopy fiber of the p-completion map X Ñ X^p .

7Namely, the filtration on the abutment of the approximate Tate spectral sequence (25), whose

associated graded is pE˚,˚8 pRqrks.
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Lemma 3.8. Let p be a prime number, and let tYiu be a sequence of p-local spectra.
Suppose that, for each integer n, the abelian group π˚pYnq is p-reduced. Suppose
furthermore that the derived limit R1 limn π˚pYnq is trivial. Then the homotopy
limit holimi γppYiq is S{p-acyclic, i.e., pholimi γppYiqq

^

p is contractible.

Proof. Write Λ : ModpZppqq Ñ ModpZppqq for the p-adic completion functor, i.e.,
ΛM “ limnM{p

nM . It is well-known that Λ is neither left nor right exact, and
consequently its 0th left-derived functor L0Λ may fail to coincide with Λ itself; see
[47] or the appendix of [27] for surveys of these ideas. By a special case of Harrison
duality8 [23], the group LnΛM is naturally isomorphic to Ext1´nZ pZ{p8,Mq, hence
vanishes if n ą 1.

For each integer j, we have a commutative diagram with exact columns

homZppq pQ, πjpXqq

��
homZppq

`

Zppq, πjpXq
˘ – //

��

πjpXq

��
Ext1Zppq pZ{p

8, πjpXqq
– //

��

L0ΛπjpXq

Ext1Zppq pQ, πjpXqq

��
0

induced by the short exact sequence of abelian groups

0 Ñ Zppq Ñ QÑ Z{p8 Ñ 0.

The group Ext1Zppq pQ,Mq is uniquely p-divisible9 for any Zppq-module M . Conse-

quently the cokernel of the derived completion map

πjpXq Ñ L0ΛπjpXq(37)

is uniquely p-divisible. Since πjpXq was assumed to be p-reduced, the kernel of
(37) is trivial.

It is classical (see Proposition 2.5 in [13]) that, for any spectrum X, we have a
short exact sequence

0 Ñ L0ΛπjpXq Ñ πj
`

X^p
˘

Ñ L1Λπj´1pXq Ñ 0

for each integer j. For each i, the group L1Λπ˚Yi – homZ pZ{p8, π˚pYiqq is trivial
since π˚pYiq was assumed to be p-reduced.

8Also a special case of dualities that generalize Harrison duality, e.g. Matlis duality [35] and

Greenlees-May duality [20].
9This is of course classical. An easy way to see that it is true: first, note that homZppq pU,Dq is

uniquely p-divisible whenever D is p-divisible and U is uniquely p-divisible. Now embed M into

an injective Zppq-module I, so that I and I{M are both p-divisible. Then Ext1Zppq
pQ,Mq is the

cokernel of a homomorphism homZppq pQ, Iq Ñ homZppq pQ, I{Mq whose domain and codomain are

both uniquely p-divisible.
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Hence π˚pγpYiq is uniquely p-divisible for all i. A limit and derived limit of
uniquely p-divisible Zppq-modules remains uniquely p-divisible, since such a limit
and derived limit can simply be calculated in Q-vector spaces. Hence holimi γpYi
is an HQ-module spectrum, hence is S{p-acyclic. �

Lemma 3.9. Suppose R is an E1-ring spectrum satisfying

Ext˚,˚A˚ pFp, H˚pRqq – Fprxi : 1 ď i ď ns

with xi in even, nonnegative internal degrees for i ě 1. Then, there exists an integer
L such that πs pTPpRq{pq is finite for all s ě L.

Proof. Consider the functor Zop Ñ Sp defined by filqFp
pRq “ Tot

`

WhqpR^HF^‚`1
p qq

˘

with associated graded grsFp
pRq “ TotHπspR^HF^‚`1

p q. Then as in [2], we consider

the filtered object TPpfil‚Fp
pRqq{p, where we take the quotient in filtered spectra

with p in filtration 0. By [2, Theorem 3.3.10] (cf. [29, Corollary 4.14]), we know
that there is an T-equivariant equivalence

gr˚THHpfil‚Fp
pRqq » THHpgr˚Fp

pRqq.

Also, the functor gr˚ is a left adjoint by [21, Lemma 3.30] so it commutes with
homotopy colimits and we have

gr˚
´

THHpfil‚Fp
pRqqhT

¯

»

´

gr˚THHpfil˚Fp
pRqq

¯

hT
» THHpgr˚Fp

pRqqhT.

Since BT has finite skeleta sknBT using the standard simplicial CW filtration on
BT “ CP8, we know that
ˆ

gr˚ lim
sknBT

´

THHpfil‚Fp
pRqq

¯

˙

» lim
sknBT

gr˚
´´

THHpfil˚Fp
pRqq

¯¯

» lim
sknBT

THHpgr˚Fp
pRqq.

Finally, the canonical map

grs
ˆ

´

THHpfil‚Fp
pRqq

¯hT
˙

ÝÑ lim
n

ˆ

grs lim
sknBT

´

THHpfil‚Fp
pRqq

¯

˙

is an equivalence because

lim
n

grsFnpRq » 0

where

Fn : “ fib

ˆ

pTHHpfil‚Fp
pRqqqhT Ñ lim

sknBT
pTHHpfil‚Fp

pRqqq

˙

.

We then use the fiber sequence

THHpfilqFp
pRqqhT Ñ THHpfilqFp

pRqqtT Ñ Σ2THHpfilqFp
pRqqhT

to conclude that

gr˚
´

THHpfil‚Fp
pRqqtT

¯

» THHpgr˚Fp
pRqqtT.

Finally, there is an equivalence

TPpgr˚Fp
pRqq{p » gr˚

´

TPpfil˚Fp
pRqq{p

¯

.

For conditional convergence, we observe that

lim
s

TPpfilsFp
pRqq{p “ 0.
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This follows because THHpfilsFp
pRqq is increasingly connective as s Ñ 8, implying

that

lim
s
pTHHpfilsFp

pRqqhTq “ plim
s

THHpfilsFp
pRqqhTq “ 0

and

lim
s
pTHHpfilsFp

pRqqhTq “ plim
s

THHpfilsFp
pRqqhTq “ 0

where we also use the fact that BT has finite skeleta for the last identification. It
is also clear that

colim
s

TPpfilsFp
pRqq{p “ TPpRq{p

for similar reasons, so the associated spectral sequence

Es,2t´s1 “ πsprTPpgr˚Fp
pRqq{pstq ùñ πsTPpRq{p

conditionally converges in the sense of [12].
By [39, Lemma IV.4.12], there is an equivalence

TPpgr˚Fp
pRqq{p » THHpgr˚Fp

pRqqtCp

and by [22, Proposition 4.2.2] we know that the Frobenius map

ϕp : THHpgr˚Fp
pRqq Ñ THHpgr˚Fp

pRqqtCp

is an isomorphism on πs for all s ě L for some integer L. It is clear that
πsTHHpgr˚Fp

pRqq is a finitely type graded Fp-vector space for each s, by two stan-

dard Künneth spectral sequence arguments. Consequently, we conclude that the
Fp-vector space πspTPpgr˚Fp

pRqq{pq is finite for each s ě L. Finally, we observe that

we can apply the Beilinson t-structure [24, II.2.1] to produce a filtered object

τBei
ěLTPpfilsFp

pRqq

whose associated spectral sequence has E1-term

Es,˚1 “

#

THHpgr˚Fp
pRqqtCp if s ě L

0 otherwise

and converges to π˚WhL TPpRq{p. Consequently, this spectral sequence strongly
converges and we conclude that the groups πspTPpRq{pq are finite for all s ě L as
desired. �

Theorem 3.10. Let m,n be nonnegative integers such that m ě n ` 2. Let R be
a p-primary E2 form of BP xny satisfying Running Assumption 1.3. Suppose p is
odd. Then there are isomorphisms

Kpmq˚pTP pRqq –0 and

Kpmq˚pTC
´pRqq –0.

Proof. We claim that the sequence of spectra

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ TP pRqr1s^p Ñ TP pRqr0s^p Ñ TP pRqr´1s^p Ñ . . .

is Kpmq-amenable. We check the conditions for Kpmq-amenability, given in Defi-
nition 2.20, as follows:

(1) It is straightforward from the definitions that TP pRqrks^p is p-complete and
bounded below.

(2) The homology H˚pTP pRqrks
^
p ;Fpq is finite-type, for all k.
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(3) The pro-triviality of the sequence tHpH˚pTP pRqr‚s
^
p ;Fpq, Qnqu is Propo-

sition 3.5.
(4) There exists an integer L such that the groups pπsTP pRqq{p are finite for

s ě L by Lemma 3.9.
(5) There exists an integer M such that the spectrum TP pRqrks^p satisfies

condition HpMq for all k, by Lemma 3.7.

Hence holimk

`

TP pRqrks^p
˘

is Kpmq-acyclic, by Theorem 2.23.
Consequently have a commutative square of spectra whose rows and columns

are homotopy fiber sequences:
(38)

γp holimk γp pTP pRqrksq
» //

»

��

γpTP pRq

��
holimk γp pTP pRqrksq // TP pRq //

��

holimk

`

TP pRqrks^p
˘

»

��
pTP pRqq

^

p »
//
`

holimk

`

pTP pRqrksq^p
˘˘^

p
.

Every S{p-local equivalence is also a Kpmq-local equivalence, so the spectra in the
top row of (38) are allKpmq-acyclic. We have already shown that holimk

`

TP pRqrks^p
˘

is Kpmq-acyclic. Consequently TP pRq and pTP pRqq
^

p are each Kpmq-acyclic.

Since holimk TP pRqrks » TP pRq » THHpRqtT, the vanishing of

Kpmq˚ holimk TP pRqrks

for m ě n` 2 together with the fiber sequence

ΣTHHpRqhT Ñ THHpRqhT Ñ THHpRqtT

implies that the map ΣTHHpRqhT Ñ THHpRqhT is a Kpmq-local equivalence for
m ě n` 2.

Consequently, if we prove that THHpRqhT is also Kpmq-acyclic, then TC´pRq »
THHpRqhT must also be Kpmq-acyclic. This, however, is quite straightforward:
when m ě n ` 1, the vanishing of Kpmq˚pBP xnyq was proven in [42, Thm.
2.1(d),(f),(i)]. Hence THHpRq is an algebra over a Kpmq-acyclic ring spectrum
(namely, R), hence THHpRq is Kpmq-acyclic. Smashing with Kpmq commutes
with homotopy colimits, so

Kpmq ^ pTHHpRqhTq » pKpmq ^ THHpRqqhT » 0

for m ě n` 1. �

Corollary 3.11. Suppose p is odd. If Bxny is a p-primary E2 form of BP xny
satisfying Running Assumption 1.3, then there are weak equivalences

LKpmqKpBxnyq » 0

for m ě n` 2 ě 2.

Proof. We first show that there is an equivalence

LKpmqTCpBxnyq » 0
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for m ě n ` 2 ě 2. This follows by Theorem 3.10 together with the long exact
sequence in Morava K-theory associated to the homotopy fiber sequence

TCpBxnyq^p Ñ TC´pBxnyq^p
can´ϕhT

p
ÝÑ TP pBxnyq^p

of [39]. The fact that
LKpmqKpZppqq “ 0

for m ě 2 then follows by [25, Theorem D]. For n ą 0, the result follows from
Theorem 3.10 by the Dundas–Goodwillie–McCarthy theorem [17, Theorem 7.2.2.1]
and the n “ 0 case, which together imply that

LKpmqKpBP xnyq » LKpmqTCpBP xnyq

for m ě n` 2 ě 3. �

Appendix A. Brief review of Margolis homology.

This appendix, which does not logically rely on anything earlier in the paper,
consists of material that is well-known to users of Margolis homology. This material
is not difficult and certainly not new. Nevertheless we include it in this paper
because, for some of this material, we do not know of a clear and straightforward
account in the existing literature.

Given a graded ring R, we write gr ModpRq for the category of graded R-modules
and grading-preserving R-module homomorphisms.

Definition A.1. Let k be a field and let EpQq be the exterior k-algebra on a single
homogeneous generator Q in an odd grading degree |Q|. By Margolis Q-homology
we mean the functor Hp´;Qq : gr ModpEpQqq Ñ gr ModpEpQqq given on a graded
EpQq-module M by the quotient

HpM ;Qq “
´

kerpM
Q
ÝÑ Σ´|Q|Mq

¯

{

´

im pΣ|Q|M
Q
ÝÑMq

¯

.

It is routine to verify that Hp´;Qnq sends short exact sequences of graded
EpQnq-modules to long exact sequences.

Here is a quick note on gradings; it is extremely elementary, but not taking a
moment to “fix notations” on this point tends to lead to sign errors in the gradings.

Conventions A.2. Given a graded ring R and graded R-modules M and N , we
write HomRpM,Nq for the degree-preserving R-linear morphisms M Ñ N , and
we write HomRpM,Nq for the graded abelian group whose degree n summand
is HomRpΣ

nM,Nq. We write Exts,˚R pM,Nq for the graded abelian group whose

degree t summand is Exts,tR pM,Nq, and we refer to this grading as the internal or
topological grading, to distinguish it from the cohomological degree given by s.

In particular, the k-linear dual of a graded k-vector space has the signs of the
gradings reversed, i.e.,

pΣnV q
˚
“ Homk pΣ

nV, kq – Σ´n pV ˚q .

Now given a spectrum X, the action of Qn on H˚pX;Fpq is the one induced

in homotopy by the map of function spectra F pX,HFpq Ñ F pX,Σ2pn´1HFpq
induced by the composite (4). Somewhat less famous than the action of Steen-
rod operations on mod p cohomology, we have also the dual action of Steenrod
operations on mod p homology: the action of Qn on H˚pX;Fpq is the one in-

duced in homotopy by the map of spectra X ^ HFp Ñ X ^ Σ2pn´1HFp induced
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by the composite (4). These operations are Fp-linearly dual under the isomor-
phism HipX;Fpq – HomFp

pHipX;Fpq,Fpq; see Proposition III.13.5 of [1] or Theo-
rem IV.4.5 of [18].

Lemma A.3. Let k,EpQq, |Q| be as in Definition A.1. Let M be a graded EpQq-
module. Then we have an isomorphism of graded EpQq-modules

HomEpQqpM,EpQqq – HomkpM,Σ|Q|kq

natural in the choice of M .

Proof. Since each of the functors HomEpQqp´, EpQqq and Homkp´,Σ
|Q|kq send col-

imits to limits, it suffices to prove the isomorphism for finitely generated EpQq-
modules. Since EpQq is a PID, all finitely generated EpQq-modules are direct sums
of suspensions of EpQq and k. Therefore, it suffices to prove the statement for sus-
pensions of EpQq and of k, but in this case it is clear that the statement holds. �

Proposition A.4. Let k,EpQq, |Q| be as in Definition A.1. Then we have natural
isomorphisms of graded EpQq-modules:

HpM˚;Qq – HpM ;Qq˚,(39)

Exts,˚EpQqpk,Mq – Σ´s|Q|HpM ;Qq if s ą 0,(40)

Exts,˚EpQqpM,kq – Σ´ps`1q|Q|H
´

HomEpQqpM,EpQqq;Q
¯

if s ą 0,(41)

– Σ´s|Q|
`

H pM ;Qq
˚
˘

if s ą 0.(42)

natural in the choice of graded EpQq-module M . (The notation M˚ is for the graded
k-linear dual of M , i.e., M˚ “ HomkpM,kq.)

Proof. We handle each of the isomorphisms (39) through (42) in turn:
The Q-Margolis homology of M is the homology of the chain complex

. . .
Q
ÝÑ Σ|Q|M

Q
ÝÑM

Q
ÝÑ Σ´|Q|M

Q
ÝÑ . . .(43)

and so, since the k-linear dual of the multiplication-by-Q map on a EpQq-module is
the multiplication-by-Q map on the k-linear dual of that module, the cohomology
of the k-linear dual of the chain complex (43) is HpM˚;Qq. So the classical uni-
versal coefficient sequence for chain complexes (e.g. as in 3.6.5 of [46]) yields the
isomorphism (39).

Applying HomEpQqp´,Mq to the projective graded EpQq-module resolution of k

0 Ð EpQq
Q
ÐÝ Σ|Q|EpQq

Q
ÐÝ Σ2|Q|EpQq

Q
ÐÝ . . .(44)

yields the cochain complex

0 ÑM
Q
ÝÑ Σ´|Q|M

Q
ÝÑ Σ´2|Q|M

Q
ÝÑ . . .

whose homology is Σ´s|Q|HpM ;Qq in each cohomological degree s ą 0. This gives
us isomorphism (40). (See Convention A.2 for the sign change in grading degrees.)

We take advantage of the fact that EpQq is self-injective, so that

0 Ñ Σ´|Q|EpQq
Q
ÝÑ Σ´2|Q|EpQq

Q
ÝÑ Σ´3|Q|EpQq

Q
ÝÑ . . .(45)
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is an injective graded EpQq-module resolution of k. Applying HomEpQq pM,´q to

(45) yields the cochain complex

0 Ñ HomEpQqpM,Σ´|Q|EpQqq
Q
ÝÑ HomEpQqpM,Σ´2|Q|EpQqq

Q
ÝÑ . . . ,(46)

hence isomorphism (41).
Isomorphism (42) then follows from the chain of isomorphisms

Σ´ps`1q|Q|H
´

HomEpQqpM,EpQqq;Q
¯

– Σ´ps`1q|Q|H
´

HomkpM,Σ|Q|kq;Q
¯

– Σ´ps`1q|Q|H
´

Σ|Q|M˚;Q
¯

– Σ´s|Q|
`

H pM ;Qq
˚
˘

,

due to Lemma A.3. �

Proposition A.5 is a simple cohomological duality. For clarity, we drop the
gradings:

Proposition A.5. Let k,EpQq, |Q| be as in Definition A.1. For each EpQq-module
M , we have an isomorphism of graded EpQq-modules

ExtsEpQqpM,kq – ExtsEpQqpk,M
˚q(47)

for each integer s. If s ą 0, then each side of (47) is furthermore isomorphic to
Exts,˚EpQqpk,Mq

˚.

Proof. The s “ 0 case of isomorphism (47) is immediate. Consequently, for the
rest of this proof we assume s ą 0. The hypotheses of Proposition A.4 are then
fulfilled. Stringing together isomorphisms from Proposition A.4:

ExtsEpQqpM,kq – Σ´s|Q| pHpM ;Qq˚q(48)

– Σ´s|Q|HpM˚;Qq

– ExtsEpQqpk,M
˚q.

The right-hand side of (48) is also isomorphic to ExtsEpQqpk,Mq
˚, by isomorphism

(40). �

Corollary A.6. Fix s ě 1 and suppose H˚pX;Fpq is finite type. Then the graded
Fp-vector space Exts,˚A˚pFp, H˚pkpnq ^ X;Fpqq is isomorphic to a suspension of

HpH˚pX;Fpq;Qnq.

Proof. Fix s ě 1. We apply the Künneth isomorphism and the change-of-rings
isomorphism to produce the isomorphism

Exts,´˚A˚
pFp, H˚pkpnq ^X;Fpqq “ Exts,´˚EpQnq˚

pFp, H˚pX;Fpqq

Since EpQnq˚ is a self-dual finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and H˚pX;Fpq˚ “
H˚pX;Fpq, we can apply Proposition A.5 to identify Exts,´˚EpQnq˚

pFp, H˚pX;Fpqq
with Exts,˚EpQnq

pH˚pX;Fpq,Fpq. Now Proposition A.5 finishes the job. �
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